


Volvo 1800 S - the outstanding car
for high-speed, long-distance travelling.
Expressly designed and built for those
people with high demands concerning
performance, comfort and safety.
The smart body with its restrained and
functional trimmings gives this car a
personality of its own.
Long-distance travel provides an opport-
unity to appreciate the excellent interior
comfort with the comfortable, fully
adjustable seats and the comprehensive
fittings for comfort and safety.
Well considered planning of the space
available - this including generous
l uggage accommodation - means that
the Volvo 1800 S is the ideal car for
l ong continental holidays.
To sit behind the steering wheel of a
Volvo 1800 S is a pleasure for the
demanding motorist. All the controls
are arranged in an ideal way. The in-
strumentation is comprehensive and
Volvo three-point safety belts are in-
cluded in the standard equipment.

The technically outstanding B18 engine
and the smooth power transmission
system makes driving a pleasure. Over-
taking on motor roads is fast and safe.
The overdrive also permits high average
speeds at economically low engine
speeds. Town driving is quiet and
smooth with a minimum of gear-
changing, this depending on the care-
fully matched engine torque.
Emergency braking - or a sequel of
emergency braking operations - can
be carried out perfectly without any
fading because of the disc brakes on
the front suspension and generously
dimensioned drum brakes on the rear
suspension.
The road-holding properties of this car
more than satisfy the highest demands
and provide safe and comfortable tra-
velling on all types of road. Braced
tread tyres increase road grip even
further and permit long periods of high-
speed driving.

Comprehensive instrumentation

Safety belts included in standard equipment

Durable disc brakes



Comfortable, leather-upholstered seats. Fully adjustable. Even the support in the small of the back can be varied.

There are two occasional rear seats. The backrest on these can be folded down to provide more luggage accommodation.Exceptionally large luggage accommodation for this type of car.
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